3:2 (Digital Full Frame, 135, 645, and 6X9) Rule of Thirds with Gray Quadrants
3:2 (Digital Full Frame, 135, 645, and 6X9) Quadrants with Gray Rule of Thirds

Formatted for A4
3:2 (Digital Full Frame, 135, 645, and 6X9) Blank Composition Box

Formatted for A4
3:2 (Digital Full Frame, 135, 645, and 6X9) Diagonal Composition Guide

Formatted for A4
3:2 (Digital Full Frame, 135, 645, and 6X9) Triangles Composition Guide

Formatted for A4
3:2 (Digital Full Frame, 135, 645, and 6X9) Golden Ratio Grid

Formatted for A4
4:3 Quadrants (Rule of Thirds in Gray)

Formatted for A4
6X7 Rule of Thirds with Gray Quadrants

Formatted for A4
6X7 Quadrants with Gray Rule of Thirds

Formatted for A4
6X7 Blank Composition Guide

Formatted for A4
1:1 Golden Ratio Squares

Formatted for A4
4X5 Triangular Composition Guide

Formatted for A4